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Abstract 

 

Chitosan, a partially deacetylated derivative of a natural polysaccharide, chitin, is 

one of the most popular biomaterials, due its excellent biocompatibility, 

biodegradability and strong antimicrobial properties. However, it has limited 

solubility at pH values close to neutral pH, because of its very stable crystalline 

structure arising from strong inter- and intra-molecular hydrogen bonds. The 

conversion of chitosan into a water-soluble form can be achieved using different 

methods. One such modification approach, focuses on the addition of carboxymethyl 

groups onto either its amino (C2-NH2) or its hydroxyl (3-OH, 6-OH) groups or even 

onto both of these groups simultaneously. 

 In this bachelor thesis, a series of different carboxylated chitosan derivatives 

modified either through its amino, hydroxyl or both side-groups, with different 

degrees of modification were prepared. The synthesized samples of modified chitosan 

were characterized by Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) and nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) spectroscopies and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). These 

materials will be employed to investigate the effect of the specific functionalization of 

the chitosan side-groups on its biological properties in tissue engineering 

applications. 
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Abbreviations 

 

CS  Chitosan 

CM  Carboxymethyl 

CMC  Carboxymethyl chitosan 

O-CMC O-Carboxymethyl chitosan 

N-CMC N-Carboxymethyl chitosan 

N,N-CMC N-disubstituted Carboxymethyl chitosan 

N,O-CMC N,O-Carboxymethyl chitosan 

DS  Degree of substitution 

N-sub  N-substitution 

DS-N  Degree of substitution of the amine groups 

DS-O  Degree of substitution of the hydroxyl groups 

GA  Glyoxylic acid 

RT  Room Temperature 

MCA  Monochloroacetic acid 

SB  Sodium Borohydride 

NaOH  Sodium hydroxide 

BMP-2 Bone morphogenetic protein-2 

1H NMR Proton nuclear magnetic resonance 

13C NMR Carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance 

HSQC  Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence 

FT-IR  Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy 
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TGA  Thermogravimetric analysis  

ppm  Parts per million  

Fmoc  Fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl protecting group 

Boc  tert-Butyloxycarbonyl protecting group 
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Chapter 1 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Tissue engineering 

Tissue engineering can be defined as the growth of a new tissue using living cells 

guided by the structure of a substrate made of a natural or synthetic material. This 

substrate is called a scaffold. The scaffold materials are important since they must be 

compatible with the cells and guide their growth. Most scaffold materials are 

biodegradable or resorb as the cells grow. Scaffolds are more often made from natural 

or synthetic polymers, but for hard tissues, such as bone and teeth, inorganic ceramic 

compounds, i.e. calcium phosphates, can be also utilized. The tissue is grown in vitro 

and implanted in vivo.[1] 

Tissue engineering involves the design of scaffolds for the modulation of cellular 

growth and differentiation. The scaffolds utilized for tissue engineering require 

certain biological and mechanical properties, similar to the natural extracellular 

matrix (ECM), for their functioning. Some important features for the production of 

scaffolds for tissue engineering are[2]: 

▪ The presence of interconnecting pores of appropriate dimensions to promote 

tissue integration and vascularization 

▪ Controlled biodegradability and bioresorbability to match the regenerated 

tissue growth 

▪ Presence of favourable surface functionalities to promote cell attachment, 

differentiation and proliferation 

▪ Optimal mechanical properties which are similar to the intended site of 

implantation 

▪ Low to negligible toxicity and, 

▪ Easy fabrication procedures to achieve desirable shapes and sizes 

 

1.2 Biomaterials 

Biomaterials is a wide-ranging field, encompassing aspects of basic biology, 

medicine, engineering and materials science.[3] Biomaterial is defined as any 
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material that is intended to interface with biological systems to evaluate, treat, 

augment, or replace any tissue, organ or function of the body.[4] Biomaterial science 

includes subjects related to materials science, such as the mechanical properties of 

materials or the surface modification of implants, as well as biological topics such as 

immunology, toxicology, and wound healing processes. [3] 

Because the ultimate goal of biomaterials use is to improve human health by 

restoring the function of natural living tissues and organs in the body, it is essential to 

understand the relationships between the structure, properties and functions of 

biological materials.[1] One of the most important concepts in biomaterials science is 

that of biocompatibility.[3] Biocompatibility is the ability of a material to perform 

with an appropriate host response in a specific application.[4] 

 

1.3 Types of Biomaterials 

Materials are classified as organic if they contain carbon atoms or inorganic if they 

do not.[3] More specifically, biomaterials are divided into three categories: 

• Metals 

• Ceramics and 

• Polymers 

 

1.4 Naturally Derived and Synthetic Polymers 

Polymers are organic materials comprising long chains that are held together by 

covalent bonds. Polymers are widely used in biomedical applications because of their 

favorable physical and chemical properties.[5] There are two main categories of 

polymers: naturally derived and synthetic polymers. 

Natural polymers can be derived from sources within the human body such as 

collagen and hyaluronic acid or from nature such as chitosan and alginate. One of the 

most common natural biomaterials is the protein collagen. In addition to proteins, 

natural polymers can be derived from sugars (carbohydrates). One important example 

of a carbohydrate polymer found in human tissues is hyaluronic acid. On the other 

hand, chitosan and alginate are other carbohydrate-derived materials, that are non-

human, and can be found in arthropod exoskeletons and seaweed, respectively.[3] 
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There are several polymer sub-classes that are useful biomaterials, in that each may 

be particularly suited for a certain tissue type. Two important examples are elastomers 

and hydrogels. Elastomers can sustain substantial deformation at low stresses and 

return rapidly to their initial dimensions upon release of the stress. These materials 

can be suitable for cardiovascular applications, where elasticity is an important 

property. On the other hand, hydrogels exhibit the ability to swell in water and to 

retain a significant amount of water within their structures without completely 

dissolving. Hydrogels have been explored for a variety of soft tissue applications.[3,4]  

 

1.5 Chitosan: structure and properties 

Chitin is one of the most abundant polysaccharides on earth, present in the 

exoskeleton of crustaceans, insects and fungal cell walls (Fig. 1.1). It is a naturally 

occurring mucopolysaccharide and ranks second after cellulose in terms of 

abundance. Chitin consists of a sugar backbone with β-1,4-linked glucosamine units, 

and is a derivative of cellulose, with the hydroxyl groups being replaced by amine 

groups that possess a high degree of acetylation.[6,7]  

 

Fig. 1.1 The structure of chitin 

 

The main derivative of chitin is chitosan, a cationic copolymer of glucosamine and 

N-acetylglucosamine, produced by the alkaline deacetylation of chitin (Fig. 1.2).[7,8] 

Chitosan (CS) has a unique set of useful characteristics such as biocompatibility, 

biodegradability, biorenewability, bioadhesivity and nontoxicity. These important 

properties render it particularly attractive in the biomedical field.[8] Chitosan and its 

derivatives have numerous application in pharmaceutics, biomedicine[9–11], water 

treatment[12,13], cosmetics[14], agriculture[15] and the food industry[16]. Moreover, 
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chitosan itself has been reported to have various beneficial pharmacological properties 

for drug delivery and tissue engineering applications.[6] 

Owing to its negligible toxicity and biodegradability, chitosan has found 

considerable application in the field of tissue engineering namely[6]: 

▪ Skin tissue engineering 

▪ Bone tissue engineering 

▪ Cartilage tissue engineering 

▪ Neural tissue engineering and 

▪ Vascular tissue engineering 

However, the applications of chitosan suffers severe limitations since it is insoluble 

in neutral or alkaline pH and in common organic solvents, because of its highly 

crystalline structure arising from strong inter- and intra-molecular hydrogen bonds. 

Chitosan is soluble only in acidic aqueous solutions below pH 6.5 (below the pKa of 

chitosan).[8] 

Chitosan has three reactive groups in its units[17]: 

▪ A primary hydroxyl group (6-OH) 

▪ A secondary hydroxyl group and (3-OH) 

▪ An amino group (C2-NH2) 

 The conversion of chitosan into a water-soluble form can be achieved by different 

methods. One such modification approach, focuses on the addition of carboxymethyl 

groups onto either its amino (C2-NH2) or its hydroxyl (3-OH, 6-OH) groups or even 

onto both of these groups, simultaneously. 

 

Fig.1.2. Chemical structure of chitosan 
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1.6 Carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives 

There are four kinds of derivatives of carboxymethyl chitosan (CMC) which are: 

N,N dicarboxymethyl chitosan (N,N-CMC), N-carboxymethyl chitosan (N-CMC), O-

carboxymethyl chitosan (O-CMC) and N,O-carboxymethyl chitosan (N,O-CMC). The 

name depends on the group onto which the carboxymethyl group is attached. There 

are two main methods disclosed in the literature for the preparation of Ν,O-

carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives (Fig.1.3).[8] 

 

 

Fig.1.3. Carboxymethylation of chitosan: An overview of the different type of 

reactions used for the modification of chitosan. [18] 

 

1.7 Synthesis of carboxymethyl chitosan 

1.7.1 Reductive alkylation 

The first approach for the synthesis of either N-carboxymethyl chitosan (N-CMC) or 

N,N-dicarboxymethyl chitosan is by reductive alkylation. More specifically, the NH2 
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group of the chitosan unit is reacted with the aldehyde group of glyoxylic acid, 

followed by a hydrogenation reaction with NaBH4 or NaCNBH3 to give N-

carboxymethyl chitosan. With this method, the carboxymethyl substituent is placed 

exclusively on the N-atom, in the absence of O-substitution. However, the reactivity 

of the aldehyde group is so high, that along with N-carboxymethyl chitosan, partially 

di-substituted N-carboxymethyl chitosan (N,N-CMC) is unavoidably produced, even 

under mild conditions; therefore, the term N-carboxymethyl chitosan implies that a 

substantial fraction is di-substituted. One important factor in this method is the ratio 

of amine (chitosan) groups to glyoxylic acid used as well as the reaction 

conditions.[8] 

 

 

Fig.1.4. Reductive alkylation of chitosan: N-CMC and N.N-CMC 

 

1.7.2 Direct alkylation 

The second approach for the synthesis of CMC involves the direct alkylation using 

monochloroacetic acid at different pH values. The direct alkylation method utilizes 

monohalocarboxylic acids, such as monochloroacetic acid, to prepare N-carboxyalkyl 

and O-carboxyalkyl chitosan derivatives at different reaction conditions .According to 

the literature, by choosing the proper reaction conditions the carboxyalkylation of 

chitosan can be directed toward the amine rather than the hydroxyl groups. Usually, 

the carboxymethylation of chitosan takes place in a mixture of water/isopropyl 

alcohol. When carboxymethylation of chitosan with monochloroacetic acid takes 

place in mildly alkaline media at pH 8–8.5, only the amine groups are activated thus 
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only N-substitution takes place. On the other hand, at higher pH values, the hydroxyl 

groups are activated and therefore the reaction is favored. However the reactivity of 

the amine groups is so high that along with O-carboxymethyl chitosan (O-CMC), N-

carboxymethyl chitosan (N-CMC) is unavoidably produced, even under mild 

conditions.[8] 

 

 

Fig.1.5. Direct alkylation of chitosan using monochloroacetic acid. Synthesis of O-

CMC (a) and N,O-CMC (b) 

 

1.8 Biomedical and pharmaceutical applications of carboxymethyl chitosan 

Carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives find numerous application in the biomedical 

field, such as in wound healing, tissue engineering, drug/enzyme delivery, bioimaging 

and cosmetics, because of its favorable biological properties including antimicrobial, 

anticancer, antitumor, antioxidant and antifungal activities.(Fig 1.4.)[19]  
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Fig.1.6. Applications of the carboxymethyl chitosan (CMC) derivatives[19] 

Carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives are valuable materials as scaffolds because they 

can be degraded when new tissue is formed with minimum toxic degradation products 

and inflammatory reactions. One important example is the N,N-CMC to deliver bone 

morphogenetic protein in order to repair the articular cartilage.[20] Another 

significant research showed that O-CMC-BMP-2 modified titanium substrates 

decrease bacterial adhesion and improve cell function. Moreover, this substrate 

proved the high capacity of O-CMC to enhance the tissue integration as well as 

implant durability.[21] Likewise, injectable O-CMC/gelatin/nanohydroxyapatite gels 

were utilized for the treatment of irregular small bone defects (with minimum clinical 

invasion) and for bone cell delivery in mice, and it was exhibited that the stability of 

the in situ formed gels was dependent to the crosslinking degree and the amount of O-

CMC.[22] 

 

1.9 Current work 

Even though, there are a variety of different studies employing the above methods to 

synthesize CMC, it is not yet clear how to direct the carboxylation to the amine or 

hydroxyl groups of chitosan alone, how to regulate the DS, and how their modified 

nature can be capitalized in order to produce even more potent biomaterials. 

Therefore, in this work, the carboxymethylation of chitosan using glyoxylic acid and 
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monochloroacetic acid at different reaction conditions was investigated. A series of 

different carboxylated chitosan derivatives, modified either through its amino, 

hydroxyl or both side-groups, with different degrees of modification were prepared. 

The synthesized samples were characterized by Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) and 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopies and thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA). These materials will be employed to investigate the effect of the specific 

functionalization of the chitosan side-groups on its biological properties in tissue 

engineering applications. 
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Chapter 2 

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Materials 

Chitosan (10 cps), with degree of deacetylation 90% and with an average molecular 

weight (30.000 g/mol) was purchased from Glentham Life Sciences. Chloroacetic 

acid ≥ 99.0%, glyoxylic acid solution 50 wt. % in H2O, and sodium borohydride 

(ReagentPlus 99%) were purchased by Sigma-Aldrich. In addition, sodium hydroxide 

pellets ≥ 98.0% was purchased from AppliChem Panreac ITW Companies. Acetone 

≥99.5% was purchased from Honeywell. Moreover, propan-2-ol (isopropanol) 

≥99.9% was purchased from Carlo Erba. Finally, deuterium oxide ≥99.9% and 

deuterium chloride 35 wt. % solution in D2O (99 atom % D) were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich. Milli-Q water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ*cm at 298K was obtained 

from a Milipore apparatus and was used in all experiments. 

 

2.2 Synthesis of N-Carboxymethyl chitosan 

N-carboxymethyl chitosan was synthesized as described previously by Muzzareli et 

al[23]. First chitosan powder (90% deacetylated) was suspended in ultrapure water. 

Then, glacial acetic acid (1% w/w) was added, to promote the dissolution of chitosan, 

at room temperature after stirring for 20 min. Next, glyoxylic acid (GA) (50% v/v 

solution) was introduced in the reaction solution. The molar ratio of glyoxylic 

acid/glucosamine units was altered from 1:1 to 4:1 (Table 2.1). After the addition of 

glyoxylic acid to the solution, the pH was adjusted to the desired value with sodium 

hydroxide (NaOH). All the reactions were allowed to proceed at room temperature. 

After the desired reaction time, sodium borohydride (NaBH4) was added in the 

reaction vessel to hydrogenate the Schiff base double bond and the solution was left 

under stirring for another 30 mins. The modified CMCs were then isolate by 

precipitation in acetone at least 3 times, followed by centrifugation at 11.000 rpm. In 

addition, to protonate the Na salt of CM-chitosan derivatives, the polymers were 

diluted in ultrapure water and hydrochloric acid (1M) was added to adjust the pH at 2 

and was stirred for 30 min. Then, CMC was precipitated in acetone, centrifuged at 
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11.000 rpm and dried under vacuum for 2 h. Finally, it was dissolved in ultrapure 

water and was lyophilized.  

The N-Carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives synthesized under different reaction 

conditions are presented in Table 2.1.  

Table 2.1. N-Carboxymethyl Chitosan Under Different Conditions 

Sample GA:NaBH4 Molar ratio 
GA:NaBH4 

Molar ratio 
Reaction Time pH 

N1-1:1 Equimolar 1:3 1.5 h 4.5 

N-1:1 Equimolar 1:3 Overnight 4 

N2-2:1 2:1 1:3 Overnight 4 

N-2:1 2:1 added in two portions 1:3 Overnight 4 

N-3:1 3:1 1:3 Overnight 4 

N3-3:1 3:1 added in three portions 1:3 Overnight 4 

N-4:1 4:1 1:3 Overnight 4 

 

2.3 Synthesis of Carboxymethyl chitosan using monochloroacetic acid 

N,O-Carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives were synthesized via direct alkylation as 

described before[24–26]. More specifically, chitosan powder (90% deacetylated) and 

aqueous sodium hydroxide solution of different concentrations were added into a 

flask to swell at a given temperature overnight. Monochloroacetic acid (MCA), 

dissolved in isopropanol, was then added into the reaction mixture in equal portions 

and was allowed to react at the given temperature. The mixture was precipitated in 

acetone, centrifuged at 11.000 rpm and vacuum dried at room temperature. The 

products were CM-chitosan Na salt. To protonate the CM-chitosan Na salt 

derivatives, the polymers were diluted in ultrapure water and hydrochloric acid (1M) 

was added, to adjust the pH at 2, and the mixture was stirred for 30 min. Finally, the 

products were lyophilized.  

 The N,O-10% sample was synthesized following a slightly different procedure. 

More specifically, chitosan was suspended in isopropanol for 30 mins. Then, an  

aqueous NaOH solution, divided into five equal portions, was added to the stirred 
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slurry over a period of 25 mins and was stirred for an additional 30 mins. 

Subsequently, solid MCA was added in five equal portions at 1 min intervals. The 

reaction mixture was heated to 60℃ and was stirred at this temperature for 3 h. 

The CMC-derivatives synthesized and the reaction conditions are presented in Table 

2.2.  

Table 2.2. N,O-Carboxymethyl Chitosan Under Different Conditions 

 

Sample 

MCA-

chitosan 

Molar ratio 

Water:Isopropanol 

v/v 

NaOH 

w/v% 

Reaction 

Temperature 

(℃) 

Reaction 

Time 
pH 

N,O-10% 8:1 1:4 10 60 3 8-8.5 

N,O-12,5% 8:1 1:4 12.5 20 4 12 

N,O-1-33% 8:1 1:1 33 20 4 14 

N,O-2-33% 8:1 1:1 33 60 4 14 

N,O-1-50% 8:1 1:1 50 20 4 14 

N,O-2-50% 

1h swelling 
4:1 1:1 50 20 4 14 

N,O-3-50% 

24h swelling 
4:1 1:1 50 20 4 14 

 

2.4 1H -13C NMR spectroscopy 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) was used to confirm the formation of 

carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives (CMCs) and to determine the degree of 

carboxymethylation. More specifically, 30mg of each sample was dissolved in D2O 

and placed in an NMR tube. The 1H-NMR spectrum of CMCs was acquired at 353K 

or at 325K, using 500 MHz spectrometer (Avance Bruker). The 13C-NMR and 2D 

spectrum of CMCs was acquired at 303K, using 500 MHz spectrometer (Avance 

Bruker). Carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives were dissolved in D2O while chitosan 

was dissolved in D2O/DCl. 
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2.5 FTIR spectroscopy 

The synthesis of the carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives (CMCs) were confirmed by 

FTIR spectroscopy. FTIR spectra of chitosan and the CMCs were recorded on an 

Thermo and Scientific Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer. The scanning range was 

4000-400 cm-1 at a resolution of 4. 

 

2.6 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

The thermal stability of the samples was determined by TGA measurements using a 

Perkin Elmer TG/DTA apparatus. The weight of sample used for each measurement 

was approximately 10mg. All measurements were carried out under a nitrogen 

atmosphere, by heating the material from room temperature to 550 ℃ at a heating rate 

of 10℃∙min-1. 
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Chapter 3 

3.1 Results and Discussion 

In this thesis, a series of carboxymethylated chitosan derivatives were synthesized 

by reductive alkylation or the direct alkylation method. In the first approach, the 

effect of the reaction time, the pH of the reaction solution and the molar ratio of 

glyoxylic acid/glucosamine units on the degree of substitution was investigated. More 

specifically, CMC samples were prepared at a molar ratio of glyoxylic 

acid/glucosamine units of 1:1, 2:1, 3:1 and 4:1, and reaction times between 1.5h to 

24h. The pH value ranged from 4 to 4.5 (Table 2.1). 

In the second method, we investigated how the degree of substitution is affected by 

the reaction time, the pH of the reaction solution, the NaOH concentration, the v/v 

ratio of water/isopropanol and the molar ratio of monochloroacetic acid/chitosan 

repeat units. In particular, a series of CMC samples were prepared, in which the 

molar ratio of monochloroacetic/chitosan sugar residues was varied between 4:1 and 

8:1, the v/v ratio of the water/isopropanol mixture from 1:1 to 1:4, the NaOH 

concentration at 10%, 12%, 33% and 50%. Moreover, the reaction temperature was 

varied between 20℃ and 60℃ and the reaction time between 3 and 4 h (Table 2.2). 

3.2 Characterization of chitosan 

The chemical structure and the degree of deacetylation of chitosan were determined 

by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Figure 3.1 shows the 1H NMR spectrum of chitosan at 353 

K (80℃). The peak 1 at 4.9 ppm and 1’ at 4.6 ppm in the 1H NMR spectrum of 

chitosan are assigned to the H-1D and H-1A protons, respectively (where D refers to 

the protons located at the deacetylated unit and A are the protons at the acetylated 

unit). The peak d at 2 ppm corresponds to the acetyl-protons, the peak 2 at 3.2 ppm is 

assigned to H-1D. In the region between 3.6 and 4 ppm are the protons 2’, 3, 4, 5, 6 

and 6’ are observed[28,29]. From the ratio of the integrals of the peaks corresponding 

to the d and 2 protons of chitosan, the degree of deacetylation was found 

approximately 90%.  
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Fig.3.1. 1H NMR spectrum of chitosan in D2O/DCl at 353 K  

 

Moreover, the chemical structure of chitosan was studied by 13C NMR spectroscopy. 

Figure 3.2 shows the 13C NMR spectrum of chitosan at 301K (28 ℃). The 

assignment of the carbons of chitosan is as following: peak d is the carbon of the 

methyl group (25 ppm), peak C2 is the 2-carbon of deacetylated residue (59 ppm), 

peak C6 is the 6-carbon of deacetylated residue(63 ppm), peak C3 is the 3-carbon of 

the deacetylated residue (73 ppm), peak C5 is the 5-carbon of the deacetylated residue 

(78 ppm), peak C4 is the 4-carbon of deacetylated residue (79 ppm), peak C1 is the 1-

carbon of deacetylated residue (100 ppm) and a is the carbon at the acetyl group (178 

ppm).[30] 
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Fig.3.2. 13C NMR spectrum of chitosan in D2O/DCl at 301 K  

Finally, 2D HSQC (Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence) NMR spectroscopy 

was used for the characterization of the chemical structure of chitosan. Figure 3.3 

shows the HSQC NMR spectrum of chitosan at 301 K (28 ℃). The 2D NMR 

spectrum confirms the corresponding peaks from the proton and carbon NMR. In 

particular, the 1H-13C correlation for H1/C1 are observed at 4.9/100, those for H3-

H5/C3-C5 appeared at 3.6-4.0 ppm/73-81 ppm and the three methyl hydrogen atoms 

Hd/CH3 appear at 2.0 ppm/25 ppm. The carbon C2 signal at 59 ppm shows two 

hydrogen correlations at 3.2 ppm (H2) and 3.9 ppm (H2’) in the HSQC NMR 

spectrum. The carbon C6 signal at 63 ppm shows also two hydrogen correlations at 

3.7 ppm (H6’) and 3.9 ppm (H6) on the HSQC NMR spectrum. 
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Fig.3.3. HSQC NMR spetrum of chitosan in D2O/DCl at 301 K  

 

Moreover, the chemical structure of chitosan was examined by FTIR spectroscopy. 

Figure 3.4 shows the FTIR spectra of chitosan. The characteristic peaks of chitosan 

appear at 3455 cm-1 (O-H stretching), 2923-2867 cm-1 (C-H stretching), 1645 cm-1 

(C=O stretching), 1598-1600 cm-1 (N-H bending), 1154 cm-1 (bridge-O stretching) 

and 1030 cm-1 (C-O stretching) of the primary hydroxyl group.[31,32] 

 

Fig.3.4. FT-IR spectrum of chitosan  
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Furthermore, the thermal properties of chitosan were investigated. Figure 3.5 shows 

the TGA curve of chitosan, which shows one degradation progress, occurring in the 

range of 250-400 ℃ with a weight loss of 60 % assigned to the disintegration of 

chitosan via deacetylation and the cleavage of the glycosidic linkages. At 

temperatures above 320 ℃, a continuous decrease in the sample weight was observed 

up to 500 ℃, at which ~34% of the material remained as residue[33–35]  

 

Fig.3.5. TGA curve of chitosan  

 

3.3 Characterization of N-carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives 

The successful synthesis of N-carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives was verified by 

1H NMR spectroscopy. Figure 3.6 shows the 1H NMR spectra of a N-carboxymethyl 

chitosan derivative prepared with 1:1 molar ratio of glyoxylic acid/glucosamine in 

comparison to the spectrum of chitosan at 353K.  
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Fig.3.6. 1H NMR spectra of chitosan and N-1:1 at 353 K  

 

The 1H-NMR spectrum of N-CMC, N1-1:1 shows four new peaks at 3.27, 3.8, 4.1 

and 4.95 ppm (Figure 3.6). The peak 2” at 3.27 ppm, the peak e at 3.8 ppm, the peak 

3” at 4.1 ppm and the peak 1” at 4.95 ppm in the 1H NMR spectrum were assigned to 

the H-2D, N-CH2COOH, H-3D and H-1D protons of the modified structural unit, 

respectively. The degree of substitution was determined from the 1H NMR spectra by 

rationing the integrals of the peaks 1”to 1. The degrees of substitution of all the N-

carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives prepared in this study are presented at Table 3.1. 

The degree of substitution (DS) is defined as the number of modified groups per 100 

structural units of the chitosan. In addition, the term N-substitution (N-sub) refers to 

the degree substitution of the 90 deacetylated structural units. 
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Table 3.1 Degree of substitution of N-carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives 

Samples 
Glyoxylic:glucosamine 

Molar Ratio 

Time 

(h) 
pH 

DS 

(%) 

N-sub 

(%) 

N1-1:1 1:1 1.5h 4.5 31% 34% 

N-1:1 1:1 24h 4 40% 44% 

N2-2:1 2:1 added in two portions 24h 4 58% 64% 

N-2:1 2:1 24h 4 50% 50% 

N-3:1 3:1 24h 4 63% 70% 

N3-3:1 3:1 added in three portions 24h 4 64% 71% 

N-4:1 4:1 24h 4 66% 73% 

 

Figure 3.7 shows the 1H NMR spectra of N-carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives, 

prepared with different mole ratios of glyoxylic acid/glucosamine for the same 

reaction time, at 353 K in comparison to the spectrum of chitosan. 

Fig.3.7. 1H NMR spectrum of chitosan and the N-Carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives, 

prepared with different mole ratios of glyoxylic:glucosamine units for the same 

reaction time, at 353 K 
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Comparison of the spectra shows that by increasing the glyoxylic/glucosamine 

molar feed in the reaction, the degree of substitution also increases. In particular, by 

increasing the molar ratio of glyoxylic acid:glucosamine from 1:1 to 2:1 to 3:1 and to 

4:1 the degree of substitution increases from 44% to 58% to 63% and 66%. 

 In addition, the effect of the reaction time on the DS was examined. Figure 3.8 

shows the 1H NMR spectra of N-1:1 and N1-1:1 derivatives, prepared using the same 

molar ratio of GA/glucosamine (1:1), and reaction time 1.5 h and 24 h, respectively. 

From the 1H NMR spectra we can observe a small change in the degree of substitution 

from 31% to 40%, with the increase of the reaction time. 

 

Fig.3.8. 1H-NMR spectrum of N-Carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives, prepared at 

different reaction times, at 353K  

 

Finally, the effect of the addition of GA in the reaction, on the DS of chitosan was 

investigated. Figure 3.9 shows the 1H NMR spectra of N-3:1 and N3-3:1, where GA 

was added in one portion and three portions, within 3h, respectively. The DS of N-3:1 
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was found 63% and for the N3-3:1 it was found 64%, indicating that the mode of GA 

addition to the reaction does not affect the DS of chitosan. 

 

 Fig.3.9. 1H NMR spectra of N-Carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives, prepared at 

different modes GA addition, at 353 K  

 

Moreover, the chemical structure of NCMCs was studied by 13C NMR spectroscopy. 

Figure 3.10 shows the 13C NMR spectrum of chitosan and of N-3:1 CMC at 301 K   

(28 ℃). The 13C NMR spectrum of N-3:1 presents four new peaks the N-CH2COOH, 

C2”, C3”, C1” and N-COOH. The resonance at 51 ppm (N-CH2COOH) is the 

signal of CH2 carbon arising from the GA grafted onto chitosan, the resonance signal 

at 64.5 ppm (C2”) is referred to the 2-carbon of the modified structural unit, the 

resonance signal at 72.4 ppm (C3”) is assigned to the 3-carbon of the modified 

structural unit, the resonance signal at 99.8 ppm (C1”) corresponds to the 1-carbon of 

the modified structural unit and the resonance at 173 ppm (N-COOH) is the signal of 

the N-substituted carboxymethyl group. The absence of an additional peak at higher 
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ppm assigned to the carbon atom of carboxylic acid groups grafted onto the hydroxyl 

moieties of CMC, verified that only the N-substituted product was formed. 

 

Fig.3.10. 13C NMR spectra of chitosan and N-3:1 at 301 K 

 

Figure 3.11 shows the 13C NMR spectra of chitosan and the different NCMCs 

derivatives at 301 K (28 ℃). From these spectra we observed that as the DS increases 

the intensity of the N-CH2COOH, C2”, C3”, C1” and N-COOH peaks also increase, 

while the intensity of the C1, C2, C3 peaks, of the deacetylated unit of chitosan, 

decrease.  
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Fig.3.11. 13C NMR spectra of chitosan and N-CMCs at 301 K  

Finally, HSQC NMR spectroscopy was employed for the characterization of N-

CMC samples. Figure 3.12 shows the HSQC NMR spectra of N-1:1 at 301 K (28 

℃). The HSQC NMR spectra confirm the correlation between the proton peaks and 

carbons peaks. In particular, the 1H-13C correlation for H2”/C2” is observed at 3.3/65 

ppm, that for e appeared at 3.8 ppm/ 51.5 ppm. In addition, the correlation H3”/C3” 

and for H1”/C1” are observed at 4 ppm/ 73 ppm and the 5 ppm/ 100 ppm. 
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Fig.3.12. HSQC NMR spectrum of N-1:1, 24h, in D2O at 301 K  

Moreover, the structure and the chemical composition of the N-CMCs was studied by 

FTIR spectroscopy.  Figure 3.13 shows the FTIR spectra of chitosan and of N-3:1. 

The characteristic peaks of chitosan appear at 3455 cm-1(O-H stretching), 2923-2867 

cm-1(C-H stretching), 1645 cm-1 (C=O stretching), 1598-1600 cm-1(N-H bending), 

1154 cm-1(bridge-O stretching) and 1030 cm-1(C-O stretching). By comparing the 

infrared spectra of chitosan with those of carboxymethyl chitosan, additional peaks 

are easily identified.[36] For the N-3:1 sample, the spectrum shows a new peak 

assigned to the C=O vibration of carboxylic acid moieties (–COOH) at 1741-1737 

cm-1. Moreover, the spectra of CMC show the bands at 1620 cm-1 and 1375 cm-1 

corresponding to the Asymmetric and symmetric axial deformations of COO- 

carboxy group (which overlaps with N-H bend), respectively [8,29]. The broader 

band centered at 3444 cm-1 indicates the hydrophilic character of the product.[37,38] 
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 Fig.3.13. FT-IR spectra of chitosan and N-3:1  

 

Figure 3.14 shows the FTIR spectra of chitosan and N-CMCs. An important 

observation is that when –COOH becomes ionized to its sodium salt –COONa, its 

absorption peak is shifted from 1730 cm-1 to 1598 cm-1. This can be clearly observed 

for the N-1:1 sample (Figure 3.14).[25]  

 

Fig.3.14. FTIR spectra of chitosan and the N-CMCs  
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Finally, the thermal stability of N-carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives was examined 

by TGA. Figure 3.15 shows the TGA curves of chitosan and of the N-CMCs. It is 

clear from the TGA curves that carboxymethylation reduces the thermal stability of 

chitosan. Chitosan starts to degrade at around 300℃, while the degradation 

temperature for the N-CMCs is at ~200℃. In particular, for the N-1:1 and N-2:1 

samples, with 40% and 58% DS, respectively, the degradation temperature is around 

233 ℃, while, for the N-3:1 and N-4:1 samples with 64% and 66% DS, respectively 

the degradation temperature decreases to 200℃. To conclude, as the degree of 

substitution increases, the decomposition temperature decreases. [39] 

 

Fig.3.15. TGAs curve of chitosan and the NCMCs  

 

3.4 Characterization of N,O-carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives 

The successful synthesis of the N,O-carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives was 

verified by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Figure 3.16 shows the 1H NMR spectra of 

chitosan and of the N,O-1-33% carboxymethyl chitosan derivative, prepared using 

8:1 molar ratio of monochloroacetic acid/chitosan and 33% w/v NaOH. The 1H NMR 
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spectra were obtained at 325 K, because at higher temperature, the g and f peaks 

overlap with the solvent peak (D2O). 

 

Fig.3.16. 1H NMR spectrum of chitosan and of N,O-1-33% at 325 K  

 

The 1H NMR spectrum of N,O-CMC, N,O-1-33% showed six new peaks at 3.3, 3.4, 

3.8, between 4-4.3 ppm, 5 and 5.15 ppm compared to those of chitosan . The 2” peak 

at 3.3 ppm is assigned to the H-2D proton of the modified structural unit, the peak at 

3.4 ppm is assigned to the 2-modified carbon when it’s disubstituted (N-

(CH2)2COOH). The peak e at 3.8 ppm corresponds to the 2 protons of N-CH2-

COOH and the peaks g, f in the between 4-4.3 ppm are assigned to the 2 protons of 3-

O-CH2COOH and 6-O-CH2COOH, respectively. Finally, the peak at 5 ppm is the 

signal of the protons of the 1-modified carbon when it is disubstituted (N-

(CH2)2COOH) and the peak 1” at 5.15 ppm is assigned to the H-1D proton of the 

modified structural unit. 
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 The degree of substitution on the amine groups was determined by rationing the 

integrals of the peaks 1” to d while by rationing the integral of the peaks g and f to d 

the degree of substitution on the hydroxyl groups was calculated. When this approach 

could not be used to determine the DS, the total DS was obtained from the integrals of 

the peaks between 3.5 and 4.3 ppm. The contribution of the chitosan protons, which is 

constant, was subtracted and from the known N-substitution, the O-substitution was 

obtained. The degree of substitution of all the N,O-carboxymethyl chitosan 

derivatives prepared is presented at Table 3.3, and the O-selectivity is presented in 

Table 3.4. In addition, the degree of substitution of the amine groups (DS-N) refers to 

the degree of substitution per 100 deacetylated structural units, while the degree of 

substitution of the hydroxyl groups (DS-O) is defined per 100 modified units of 

chitosan. 

Table 3.3 Degree of substitution of N,O-carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives 

Samples 
MCA:chitosan 

Molar Ratio 

W/I 

(v/v) 

NaOH 

w/v % 
T(℃) 

Time 

(h) 
pH DS 

N,O-10% 8:1 1:4 10 60 3 8-8.5 30% 

N,O-12,5% 8:1 1:4 12.5 20 4 12 48% 

N,O-1-33% 8:1 1:1 33 20 4 14 112% 

N,O-2-33% 8:1 1:1 33 60 4 14 125% 

N,O-1-50% 8:1 1:1 50 20 4 14 138% 

N,O-2-50% 

1h swelling 
4:1 1:1 50 20 4 14 73% 

N,O-3-50% 

24h swelling 
4:1 1:1 50 20 4 14 74% 
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Table 3.4 Degree of substitution and O-selectivity of N,O-CMCs 

Samples DS DS-N DS-O O-selectivity 

N,O-10% 30% 11% 19% 63% 
N,O-12.5% 48% 12% 36% 75% 

N,O-1-33% 112% 38% 74% 66% 

N,O-2-33% 125% 36% 89% 71% 

N,O-1-50% 138% 28% 110% 80% 

N,O-2-50%-1h swelling 73% 20% 53% 73% 

N,O-3-50%-24h swelling 74% 19% 55% 74% 

 

Figure 3.17 shows the 1H NMR spectra of the N,O-carboxymethyl chitosan 

derivatives prepared at different NaOH concentrations using the same molar ratio of 

chloroacetic acid/chitosan repeat units (8:1), in comparison to that of chitosan at 325 

K. 

The DS that are above 100% mean that more than one reactive group may have been 

substituted in a structural unit. The data presented in Table 3.2 show that as the 

concentration of NaOH increases, so does the degree of substitution. By increasing 

the NaOH concentration from 10 w/v% to 33 w/v% and to 50 w/v% the DS increased 

from 30% to 112% to 138%, while the O-selectivity also increased from 63% to 66% 

to 80%. However, under all the reaction conditions examined in this study it was not 

possible to achieve the selective derivatization at the hydroxyl groups only to form O-

CMC. In the carboxymethylation process, a 50 w/v% NaOH solution seems to 

provide the best results. The rigid crystalline structure of chitosan proved difficult to 

break at lower NaOH concentrations to ensure that chloroacetic acid penetration into 

the interlocking polymer chains, and resulted in a reduced DS.[8] According to the 

literature, a high alkali concentration above 60% stimulated a side reaction between 

NaOH and chloroacetic acid, lowering the available chloroacetic for the reaction.[40]  

It is worth mentioning that chitosan at strongly alkaline pH values may deacetylate. 

By increasing the NaOH concentration from 12.5 w/v% to 33 w/v% and to 50 w/v% 

an increase on the degree of deacetylation was observed from 91% to 94% and 96%. 
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Fig.3.17. 1H NMR spectra of chitosan and the N,O-Carboxymethyl chitosan 

derivatives prepared at different NaOH concentrations and the same chloroacetic 

acid/chitosan sugar residues mole ratio at 325 K  

 

Furthermore, the water/isopropanol volume fraction is an important factor affecting 

the carboxymethylation reaction. When chitosan is reacted in isopropanol alone, the 

yield is low, but when water is used as the only solvent, the yield is even lower. The 

reason is the swelling of the carboxymethyl chitosan formed in water, which coats the 

insoluble chitosan and prohibits the penetration of monochloroacetic acid to the 

polymer mass, thus reducing the reaction yield. For this, in all the reaction of chitosan 

with mocnochloroacetic acid 1:1 and 1:4 (v:v) mixture of water/isopropanol, was 

employed. The reaction yield decreases and the polymer insolubility increases at 

higher pH as the water/isopropanol ratio increases.[25] Another important finding is 

that the increase of the monochloroacetic acid/chitosan sugar residues from 4:1 to 8:1 

leads to a higher DS as expected. 
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Finally, the effect of the reaction temperature on the DS was examined. Figure 3.18 

shows the 1H NMR spectra of the N,O-carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives prepared 

at different reaction temperature. The DS of N,O-1-33%-20℃ and of N,O-1-33%-

60℃ was calculated to be 112%  and  125% respectively indicating that the 

temperature does not significantly affect the DS. Similarly, the O-selectivity slightly 

increased from 66 % to 71% as the reaction temperature increased from 20℃ to 60 

℃. 

 

Fig.3.18. 1H NMR spectra of N,O-1-33%-20℃ and N,O-1-33%-60℃  at 325 K  

 

Finally, the effect of the time allowed for the chitosan to swell in the basic solutions 

prior to the addition of MCA was examined. Figure 3.19 shows the 1H NMR spectra 

of the N,O-carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives, for which chitosan was allowed to 

swell for 1 h and 24 h. The conclusion that can be drawn is that for the same molar 

ratio of chloroacetic acid/chitosan sugar residues the swelling does not affect the O-

selectivity and the DS which was found 73% and 74% for the N,O-2-50%-1h swelling 

and N,O-3-50%-24h swelling, respectively. 
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Fig.3.19. 1H NMR spectra of N,O-3-50%-24h swelling and N,O-2-50%-1h swelling 

at 325 K  

Moreover, the chemical structure of the N,O-CMCs was studied by 13C NMR 

spectroscopy. Figure 3.20 shows the 13C NMR spectra of chitosan and the N,O-

CMCs at 301 K (28℃). The 13C NMR spectra of the N,O-CMCs present eight new 

peaks at 51.8, 64.6, 72.3, 72.5, 76.4, 99.8, 173 and 180.3 ppm. The resonance at 51.8 

ppm (N-CH2COOH) is the signal of the CH2 carbon atom of the modified structural 

unit, the resonance signal at 64.6 ppm (C2”) is referred to the 2-carbon of the 

modified structural unit, the resonance signal at 72.3 ppm (g) is referred to the signal 

of CH2 carbon of the 3-O-CH2COOH group, the resonance signal at 72.5 ppm (f) is 

referred to the signal of CH2 carbon of the 6-O-CH2COOH group, the resonance 

signal at 99.8 ppm is referred to the disubstituted carbon N-(CH2)2COOH of the 

modified structural unit, the resonance at 173 ppm (N-COOH) is the signal of the N-

substituted carboxymethyl group and the resonance at 180.3 ppm (O-COOH) is the 

signal of the O-substituted carboxymethyl group. From the above the substitution at 

both the amine and the hydroxyl groups of chitosan is evident. 
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Fig.3.20. 13C NMR of chitosan and the N,O-CMCs at 301 K  

 

Finally, HSQC NMR spectroscopy was employed for the characterization of N,O-

CMCs samples. Figure 3.21 shows the HSQC NMR spectra of N,O-1-33% at 301 K 

(28 ℃). HSQC NMR spectra confirm the correspondence between protons peaks and 

carbons peaks. 
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Fig.3.21. HSQC NMR spectrum of N,O-1-33% in D2O at 301 K  

Moreover, the structure and the chemical composition of the N,O-CMCs was studied 

with FTIR spectroscopy.  Figure 3.22 shows the FTIR spectra of chitosan and the 

N,O-derivatives. The characteristic peaks of chitosan appear at 3455 cm-1(O-H 

stretch), 2923-2867 cm-1(C-H stretch), 1645 cm-1 (C=O stretching), 1598-1600 cm-

1(N-H bend), 1154 cm-1(bridge-O stretch) and 1030 cm-1(C-O stretch). By 

comparing the infrared spectrum of chitosan with that of carboxymethyl chitosan, the 

following structural changes are easily identified.[36] For the N,O-CMCs sample , the 

spectrum shows a new peak at 1741-1737 cm-1assigned to the C=O vibration of 

carboxylic acid moieties (–COOH). Furthermore, in the spectra of the N,O-CMC 

samples the bands at 1620 cm-1 and 1375 cm-1, corresponding to the Asymmetric and 

symmetric axial deformations of COO- carboxy group (which overlaps with the N-H 

bending vibration), respectively are intense[8,29]. The appearance of a broader band, 

centered at 3444 cm-1, as compared to the precursor chitosan spectrum, indicates the 

hydrophilic character of the product. Finally the C-O stretching band at 1030 cm-1 

shifted to 1070 cm-1 which corresponds to C-O-C stretching, verifying 

carboxymethylation occurred at the C6 position[37,38]. 
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Fig.3.22. FTIR spectrum of chitosan and the N,O-CMCs  

Finally, the thermal properties N,O-Carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives were 

investigated. Figure 3.23 shows the TGA curves of chitosan and the N,O-CMCs. The 

thermal stability of chitosan reduces upon carboxymethylation as discussed above. 

More specifically, chitosan degrades at around 300 ℃, while the degradation 

temperature for the N,O-CMCs in at ~ 215 ℃.[39]  

 

Fig.3.23. TGA curves of chitosan and of the N,O-CMCs  
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3.5 Comparison of carboxymethylated chitosan derivatives 

1H NMR spectroscopy was used to compare two different derivatives, N-4:1 and 

N,O-3-50%, with the same degree of substitution. Figure 3.24 shows the 1H NMR 

spectra of chitosan, N-4:1 and N,O-3-50% with DS of 73% and 74%, respectively at 

325 K. The main difference between the two samples is the appearance of the g,f 

peaks for the N,O-3-50% which indicates the O-carboxymethylation. Furthermore, 

the intensity of the peak e, 1” and 2” peaks appears to decrease for the N,O 

derivative, which verifies the lower modification of the amino groups. 

 

Fig.3.24. 1H NMR spectra of chitosan and N-4:1 and of N,O-3-50%  

In addition, 13C-NMR spectroscopy was used to compare the two different 

derivatives. Figure 3.25 shows the 1H-NMR spectra of chitosan, N-3:1 and N,O-

12.5% at 301K. The first big difference between the two samples is the appearance of 

the peaks N-(CH2)2COOH, O-COOH and g,f for the N,O-12.5% that indicates the 

disubstitution and the O-carboxymethylation respectively. Furthermore, the intensity 

of the peaks C1” and C2” appears to increase to the N-derivative, which verifies 

higher modification in the amino groups. 
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Fig.3.25. 13C-NMR spectrum of chitosan,  N-3:1 and N,O-12.5% at 301 K  

Moreover, the structure of N-4:1 and of N,O-3-50% was studied by FT-IR 

spectroscopy.  Figure 3.26 shows the FT-IR spectra of chitosan and of the N-4:1 and 

of N,O-3-50%. The peaks –COOH, and -symmetric and asymmetric axial 

deformation of COO- appear in both materials. The main difference between them is 

that at the N-4:1 spectrum the peak of the symmetric axial deformation of COO- 

overlaps the N-H bending because of the high degree of substitution at the amine 

groups which is not observed for the N,O derivative. In addition, for the N-derivative 

the symmetric and asymmetric axial deformation of COO- peaks are very sharp. 

This indicates the higher degree of substitution of the amine groups. 
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Fig.3.26. FT-IR spectrum of chitosan, N-4:1 and N,O-3-50%  

Finally, the TGA technique was used to compare the thermal stability of two 

derivatives with similar DS. Figure 3.27 shows the TGA curves of chitosan, N:1-1 

and N,O-12.5% with DS of 40% and 48% respectively. As seen from the TGA 

curves, CMC samples of approximately the same DS exhibit similar thermal 

properties regardless of where the substitution is performed (N:1-1 substitution takes 

place only at the amine groups, while N,O-12.5% has O-selectivity 75%). 

 

Fig.3.27. TGA curve of chitosan, N:1-1 and  N,O-12.5%  
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Chapter 4 

Conclusions and future perspectives 

Despite the variety of studies to synthesize site specific CMCs, there is not yet a 

very precise method allowing to produce these specifically modified chitosans, which 

could be capitalized to produce even more potent biomaterials. Therefore, in this 

thesis, a series of carboxylated chitosan derivatives modified either at its amino or 

both amino and hydroxyl side-groups, with different degrees of modification, were 

prepared.  

Carboxymethyl chitosan derivatives were successfully synthesized and were fully 

characterized by 1H NMR, 13C NMR and HSQC NMR spectroscopies. The structure 

and the chemical composition of each sample were also studied by FTIR 

spectroscopy, while their thermal stability was determined with TGA.  

More specifically, for the preparation of the N-derivatives reductive alkylation was 

employed. In this reaction the NH2 groups of chitosan react with the aldehyde groups 

of glyoxylic acid, followed by hydrogenation with NaBH4. In this case, N-CMCs 

were successfully prepared with degree of substitution ranging from 31% to 66%, by 

varying the glyoxylic/glucosamine molar ratio from 1:1 to 4:1.  

On the other hand, for the N,O-derivatives direct alkylation was used. This method 

utilizes monochloroacetic acid to prepare N-carboxyalkyl and O-carboxyalkyl 

chitosan derivatives under different reaction conditions. More specifically a series of 

N,O-CMCs samples were prepared, in which the molar ratio of monochloroacetic 

acid/chitosan sugar residues was varied from 4:1 to 8:1, the volume ratio of 

water/isopropanol from 1:1 to 1:4 v/v and the w/v NaOH concentration at 10%, 

12.5%, 33% and 50%. The aim of this reaction was to substitute only the hydroxyl 

groups, but due to the high activity of the amino groups it is inevitable to prepare only 

O-derivatives. By using the above approach N,O-derivatives with degrees of 

substitution ranging from 30% to 138% were obtained while the O-selectivity was 

varied between 66 % and 80 %.   

As future work, to prepare O-derivatives, the amino groups of chitosan could be 

protected with a protecting group, namely Fmoc, and then deprotected after the 
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carboxymethylation reaction. These materials will be employed to investigate the 

effect of the site-specific functionalization of the chitosan side-groups on its 

biological properties in tissue engineering applications. For this, the materials could 

be used to prepare scaffolds for tissue engineering applications by electrospinning. 

Electrospinning (Electrostatic fiber spinning) is a modern and efficient method which 

uses an electric field to produce fine fibers with diameters in the nanometer range. 

These fibers in the form of mats are very attractive as 3D cell scaffolds in tissue 

engineering. 
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Chapter 5 

Characterization Techniques 

5.1 NMR Spectroscopy  

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) is a powerful analytical technique 

used to determine the chemical structure of compounds and biomolecules in solution. 

The identification and structural elucidation of organic, metal-organic, and biological 

compounds have been the most important chemical applications of proton NMR 

spectroscopy. An NMR spectrum, seldom suffices by itself for the identification of an 

organic compound. However, in conjunction with mass, IR, and UV spectra, as well 

as elemental analysis, NMR is a powerful and indispensable tool for the 

characterization of pure compounds.[41]  

The NMR spectrometer uses a magnetic field and a special detector to assess the 

changes (Fig.5.1.). The external magnetic field causes electrically charged nuclei to 

move from a lower energy level (E1) to a higher energy level (E2) and the difference 

between E2 and E1 is symbolized as ΔΕ which is dependent on the power of the 

magnetic field and the size of the nuclear field moment. The electromagnetic radiation 

rhythm attains the NMR signal with a frequency (v) causing the nuclei to move to a 

higher energy level (E1/E2). When this electromagnetic radiation is stopped, it causes 

the nuclei to relax and accomplish thermal equilibrium. This release of energy from 

the nuclei is recorded in the form of spectra on the computer, and these spectra are 

exclusive for every nucleus and are equivalent to the energy levels between the two 

states (E2/E1)(Fig.5.2.). [42,43]  
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Fig.5.1. Schematic presentation of a typical nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectrometer [43] 

 

The basic principle of this method is presented below. The sample tube is placed in a 

magnetic field and the NMR signal is produced by the excitation of the sample with 

radiowaves into a nuclear magnetic resonance, which is detected with sensitive radio 

receivers. The signal gives the necessary information about the nuclei’s surroundings. 

The exact field strength (in ppm) of a nucleus comes into resonance relative to a 

reference standard, usually the signal of the deuterated solvent used. The nuclei are 

shielded from the external magnetic field by electron clouds, allowing them to absorb 

more energy (lower ppm), whereas nearby functional groups ‘desield’ the nuclei, 

allowing them to absorb less energy (higher ppm). Nuclei that are chemically and 

magnetically equal resonant at the same energy and produce a single signal or pattern. 

Protons interact and split each other’s resonances into multiple peaks following the 

n+1 rule. The area under the NMR peak is proportional to the number of nuclei that 

give rise to that resonance thus by integration, the protons of that resonance can be 

calculated. 
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Fig.5.2. A line in the spectrum is associated with the transition between two energy 

levels [42] 

 

5.2 FTIR Spectroscopy 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy is a powerful analytical technique and it is 

the most common form of infrared spectroscopy. FTIR it the most preferred method 

of infrared spectroscopy for several reasons. First, it is a non-destructive method. 

Second it is faster and third it is much more precise and sensitive. These advantages 

of FTIR stem from the use of an interferometer, which acts as an infrared ‘source’ and 

allows for faster processing, as well as the Fourier transform. The Fourier transform is 

a mathematical function that deconstructs waves and returns the wave’s frequency as 

a function of time.  

To absorb IR radiation, a molecule must undergo a net change in dipole moment as 

it vibrates or rotates. The alternating electric field of the radiation can only interact 

with the molecule under these conditions and produces changes in the amplitude of 

one of its movements. For example, the charge distribution around a molecule such as 

hydrogen chloride is not symmetric because the chlorine has a higher electron density 

than the hydrogen. Thus, hydrogen chloride has a significant dipole moment and is 

said to be polar. The dipole moment is determined by the magnitude of the charge 

difference and the distance between the two centers of charge. As a hydrogen chloride 

molecule vibrates, a regular fluctuation in its dipole moment occurs, and a field is 

established that can interact with the electric field associated with radiation. If the 
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frequency of the radiation exactly matches the molecule’s natural vibrational 

frequency, the radiation is absorbed, resulting in a change in the amplitude of the 

molecular vibration. Similarly, the rotation of asymmetric molecules around their 

centers of mass results in periodic dipole moment fluctuations that allow interaction 

with the radiation field. No net change in dipole moment occurs during the vibration 

or rotation of homonuclear species such as O2, N2, or Cl2. As a result, such 

compounds cannot absorb IR radiation. With the exception of a few compounds of 

this type, all other molecular species absorb IR radiation.[41] 

The relative positions of atoms in a molecule fluctuate continuously because of a 

multitude of different types of vibrations and rotations about the bonds in the 

molecule. There are two basic categories of vibrations: stretching and bending. These 

are shown schematically in Figure 5.3.[41] 

 

Fig.5.3. Main types of vibration. +indicates motion from the page toward the reader 

and – indicates motion away from the reader[41] 

 

The basic principle of operation of the FTIR spectrometer is shown in Figure 5.4. 

Briefly, radiation of all frequencies from the IR source is reflected into the 

interferometer, where it is modulated by the moving mirror on the left. The modulated 
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radiation is then reflected from the two mirrors on the right through the sample in the 

compartment at the bottom. After passing through the sample, the radiation falls on 

the transducer. A data-acquisition system attached to the transducer records the signal 

and stores it in the memory of a computer as an interferogram.[41]  

 

Fig.5.4. Diagram of a basic FTIR spectrometer.[41] 

 

5.3 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

TGA (thermogravimetric analysis) is an experimental technique that measures the 

weight or, more precisely, the mass of a sample as a function of sample temperature 

or time. The sample is normally heated at a constant heating rate (so-called dynamic 

measurement) or kept at a constant temperature (isothermal measurement), but non-

linear temperature programs, such as those used in sample controlled TGA (so-called 

SCTA) experiments. The type of information required for the sample will determine 

which temperature program is used. Furthermore, the atmosphere utilized in the TGA 

experiment is critical and can be reactive, oxidizing or inert. The results of a TGA 

measurement are usually displayed as a TGA curve in which mass or per cent mass is 

plotted against temperature and/or time.[44] 
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Commercial instruments for TGA consist of a sensitive microbalance, called a 

thermobalance, a furnace, a pure-gas system for providing an inert, or sometimes 

reactive, atmosphere and a computer system for instrument control, data acquisition 

and data processing. A pure-gas switching system is a common option for 

applications in which the purge gas must be changed during an experiment.[41] 

Different effects might cause a sample to lose or gain mass, resulting in TGA curve 

steps. The following are some of them[41]: 

▪ Evaporation of volatile compounds; drying; adsorption and desorption of 

gases, moisture and other ingredients; loss of water (Figure 5.5) 

▪ Oxidation of metals and oxidative decomposition of organic substances in air 

or oxygen 

 

Fig.5.5. Stepwise decomposition of calcium oxalate monohydrate: sample mass 

19 mg, heating rate 30 K/min, under nitrogen[44] 

 

Thermograms provide information regarding the decomposition mechanisms for 

various polymers. Moreover, the decomposition patterns are unique to each type of 

polymer and can be utilized to identify it in some cases. 
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